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Abstract—The emergence of the technology of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) has lead to many changes in current and traditional computational techniques in order to adapt to their harsh and scarce requirements. A WSN consists of sensor nodes with wireless communication abilities that allow them to form a network. New system architectures have emerged to overcome sensor network limitations. Each architecture follows one of the two traditional design concepts, event-driven or thread-driven design. Although event-driven systems were assumed to generally perform better for embedded systems, tests have shown that event-driven systems tend to save more energy and space, while the thread-driven systems provide more concurrency and predictability, hence creating a tradeoff depending on the requirements of the application at hand. Performance analyzers are often used to accurately measure the performance of a certain system when such a tradeoff is evident. Performance analyzers can also locate deficiencies in a certain system for future improvements. The ever increasing complexity of applications executed by WSNs and the evolving nature of the underlying Embedded Operating Systems (EOSs) has led to the need for an accurate evaluation technique to guide practitioners in the field. This paper presents a novel approach towards providing a benchmarking and performance evaluation tool for comparing and analyzing the performance of WSN EOSs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several embedded operating systems have been developed to manage the requirements of wireless sensor networks, based on different design philosophies and thus having different performances and tradeoffs. For that we intend to develop a performance measurement tool to accurately measure and evaluate the performance of those EOSs for comparative purposes. As a network, sensor nodes are expected to run a variety of sensing applications, reading in all types of data from acoustic to temperature values. To identify objects, a WSN will also need to do some pattern recognition, after which the sensors will diffuse the data on to a non-manageable network with low reliability. This requires the running of applications ranging from location aware algorithms to energy efficient routing. At the same time, a node may act as a router, forwarding data towards their destinations, or even responding to queries issued from base stations far away. Hence, a new specially designed OS is needed to operate all these states. The OS has to do so taking into consideration security, energy efficiency and high amounts of concurrency. This sounds like a blend of three types of OSs that exist today; personal computers, distributed systems and real-time systems. The required OS is also expected to run on a Memory Management Unit-less (MMU-less) hardware architecture, having a single 8-bit microcontroller running at 4MHz with 8 Kbytes of flash program memory and 512 bytes of system RAM [1]. Existing EOSs do not meet these requirements and hence the work on applicable OSs designed especially for WSNs has already begun.

Several EOSs for WSNs have been designed, implemented and in the process of enhancement. However, early before implementation, designers face an important decision to make. The designer of an EOS has to conform to one of two completely different design philosophies and build his system according to that philosophy. The two philosophies are called the event-driven and the thread-driven models. This decision is crucial in the sense that the behavior and performance of each model differs, and those will be reflected on the WSN since the EOS is the core of the system, and any protocol built on top of it will drag with it the characteristics of the design decision. Even at the application level, each model has its unique programming structure that programmers have to follow.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the necessary background about existing wireless sensor network operating Systems are outlined. In Section 3, the motivation behind our tool is discussed. Our statistical profiler is discussed in details in Section 4 and the experimental results are analyzed in Section 5. We conclude this paper in Section 6.
II. SENSOR NETWORKS OPERATING SYSTEMS

As a general assumption, event-driven OSs require fewer resources and less energy [6]. The energy efficiency of both TinyOS and MOS, which are WSN EOSs has already been investigated in the literature. To meet the tight constraints of WSNs, TinyOS adopted the event-driven approach as the concurrency model and is currently the standard OS for WSNs. TinyOS was designed to have a very small memory footprint, where the core OS could fit in less than 200 bytes of memory [1]. The event-driven choice in TinyOS was based on the fact that it cuts down on stack sizes since one process could run at a time. Also, the event-driven choice eliminates unnecessary context switches which are very energy inefficient. TinyOS is entirely made of a set of reusable system components and an energy efficient scheduler and hence has no kernel. Each component is made up of four parts, a set of commands, event handlers, a bundle of tasks and a fixed size frame for storage. The commands and events a component supports must be predefined to enhance modularity [14]. On the other hand MOS was the first thread-driven OS targeting the field of WSNs. The developers of Mantis believed that the threaded-driven model best suites the high concurrency needs of WSN applications. This design model eliminates the bounded buffer producer-consumer problem for example. The threaded design of MOS is useful as tasks for networked sensors become increasingly complex. Some nodes in WSN, for example, have to perform time consuming security encryption algorithms. In a system that allows only short tasks to run atomically, other time sensitive tasks may not be executed. MOS provides a unique characteristic compared to event-driven EOSs that is real-time operation. Real-time operation allows time sensitive tasks to execute within their assigned deadlines and thus is more predictable. Thread-driven systems are thought to have a memory footprint that is large enough to render them useless in the field of WSNs; however the developers of MOS were able to shrink a classic thread-driven OS into one that fits into 500 bytes of RAM [3]. So MOS’ architecture is a traditional layered UNIX architecture. Like TinyOS, SOS (another WSN EOS) consists of one or more event handlers. Handlers for storage. The commands and events a component supports must be predefined to enhance modularity.

- TinyOS: To meet the tight constraints of WSNs, TinyOS adopted the event-driven approach as the concurrency model and is currently the standard OS for WSNs. TinyOS was designed to have a very small memory stamp, where the core OS could fit in less than 200 bytes of memory [1]. TinyOS’ event-driven choice was based on the fact that it cuts down on stack sizes since one process could run at a time. Another fact is that it eliminates unnecessary context switches which are infamous for their energy inefficiency. TinyOS is entirely made of a set of reusable system components and an energy efficient scheduler and hence has no kernel. Each component is made up of four parts, a set of commands, event handlers, a bundle of tasks and a fixed size frame for storage. The commands and events a component supports must be predefined to enhance modularity.

- SOS: SOS is another event-driven OS targeting WSNs. Like TinyOS, SOS consists of components; however these components or modules are dynamically reconfigurable [3]. To achieve such reconfiguration, SOS consists of a statically compiled kernel, and a set of dynamically loaded modules.

B. Thread-Driven Model

The thread-driven model is process based. Processes run preemptively on the CPU in a seemingly parallel manner. That is each process is given a quantum, which is an amount of CPU time. When the quantum ends, the process must be preempted and another process is run. Preemption in thread-driven systems occurs more than is strictly needed; however this CPU sharing provides the virtualization of several CPUs existing instead of one real CPU. The main part of a thread-driven model, or the heart of the system, is the kernel. The kernel provides all the system services such as resource allocation needed by the application level. The scheduler is the main controller of the system and it is built inside the kernel. It decides when to run a process and when to preempt it. Some well known examples of thread driven OSs include:

- Mantis OS (MOS): MOS is the first thread-driven OS targeting the field of WSNs. The developers of Mantis believed that the threaded-driven model best suites the
high concurrency needs of WSN applications. As mentioned in section II-C, this design model eliminates the bounded buffer producer-consumer problem. The threaded design of MOS is useful as tasks for networked sensors become increasingly complex. Some nodes in WSN for example have to perform time consuming security encryption algorithms. In a system that allows only short tasks, other time sensitive tasks may not be executed. MOS provides a unique characteristic compared to event-driven EOSs which is real-time operation. Real-time operation allows time sensitive tasks to execute within their assigned deadlines and thus is more predictable. Thread-driven systems are thought to have a memory footprint that is large enough to render them useless in the field of WSNs; however the developers of MOS were able to shrink a classic thread-driven OS into one that fits into 500 bytes of RAM [4]. So MOS’ architecture is a traditional layered architecture.

- RETOS: RETOS is another thread-driven OS specially designed for WSNs. It was designed with four objectives in mind: provide developers with a thread-driven interface, safe from erroneous applications, dynamic reconfiguration and network abstraction. A powerful set of characteristics for constraint networked sensors. What is unique about RETOS is the optimization techniques used to cut down on energy consumption and space footprint. RETOS developers intend to make the technology of WSNs more popular by providing an easy programming model, thus the thread-driven model was the choice. Yet they also believed they have to optimize it to make it feasible. Operating systems supporting both the advantages of event-driven and thread-driven models of execution are highly desirable in WSNs. However, merging both models in one OS has led to merging the disadvantages as well. An example of such OS is:

- Contiki: Contiki is built around an event-driven kernel, moreover it provides optimal preemptive threading that can be applied to individual processes [8]. Contiki consists of a kernel, libraries, the program loader and a set of processes. It does not provide a hardware abstraction layer; instead it allows device drivers and applications to directly communicate with the hardware.

C. Event-Driven vs. Thread-Driven

Event-driven models are reputed by some researchers to provide more concurrency than thread-driven models do. However, other practitioners believe the opposite. To have a good idea about the tradeoffs of each design, we analyze the advantages and disadvantages of each model. It is generally assumed that an event-driven OS requires fewer resources and less energy [9]. The energy efficiency of both TinyOS and MOS’ schedulers has already been investigated in the literature. The experiments were based on an abstract application that simulates network traffic. The application was run on each OS and the percentage idle time was calculated. The idle time is determined when there are no tasks to perform in both OSs. The more the OS spends in idle time, the more energy it saves. The application varies the amount of traffic and thus varies the position of the node on the virtual routing tree. The closer to the root the more the traffic is, while a leaf node means less traffic. So by manipulating traffic, a node can be repositioned on the virtual routing tree. The application consists of two parts, the sensing task and the arrival rate of packets. High traffic simply means long sensing tasks with high arrival rate. The results are in Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows the result of the experiments when the sensing task is 100 ms long. As the number of incoming packets increases, TinyOS shows better energy consumption than MOS. This is because when the number of processes increases, the scheduler will do a context switch more often. Context switches consume more CPU cycles than most operations. However, when traffic is low, both OSs have similar performance. More experiments have shown that although MOS is less energy efficient, it is much more predictable than TinyOS in real-time operation.

D. Future of Sensor Network Operating Systems

Although several OSs exist for WSNs, yet most were developed as bases for future directions in WSN EOS design. Researchers are now interested in enhancing those EOSs for better energy consumption, space footprint and real-time operation, focusing on the operation of single nodes. From the design point of view, WSN OSs should have the characteristics of distributed systems which are still not evident in present WSN OSs. More research needs to be conducted on the feasibility of sharing resources among WSN OSs. Moreover, WSNs in the future will consist of thousands of nodes. Having so many different OS designs and execution models and different performances requires research on hybrid deployment to allow for the scalability of WSNs. Better yet, a global design for WSN OSs could be engineered. TinyOS for example is already noticed as the standard OS for WSNs and most research effort is done on top of it. To achieve a general design, more work should be done in eliminating the resource/accuracy tradeoff between different OSs such as the one we saw earlier where MOS provides more accuracy than TinyOS, which in turn provides better energy consumption than MOS. This could be done by optimizing preemption in thread-driven systems or by adding preemption to event-driven systems. Adding preemption to TinyOS is an ongoing research effort. Moreover, a more reliable comparison for WSN OSs is needed in order to pinpoint other tradeoffs and hence build a clearer picture of the intended general system. To do so, research on creating a performance analysis for WSN OSs is indeed of great interest. From
the programming point of view, current programming models are too low-level. For example, we saw how Contiki allows the programmer to directly manipulate the hardware without a hardware abstraction layer. Although this may decrease the number of levels in the hierarchy, but it forces the developers to think about hardware details. This is reflected by the huge effort put in order to create demos [12]. We need a programming model that eliminates the irritable details of hardware. Moreover, current programming models are also node-centric such as nesC for example. nesC focuses utterly on programming individual nodes. One area for research in this field is macro-programming. The main purpose is to develop a high-level language to implement aggregate programs for a WSN. One such work called TinyDB has already taken this step [12]. More programming models that target an entire system are needed. Other programming tools for WSN programming are also at a stage that requires more work to be done such as tools for debugging and programming interfaces (IDEs). Although research in the field of WSN EOSs is actively growing, practitioners in this field have very few choices in terms of OS and development tools. A practitioner thus has to understand the principles of each OS and its programming model to make a choice and present better results depending on his requirements. The main goal of presenting different OSs was not to decide which is superior to the other, but to show what conventional methods apply and what novel methods present as an alternative. These were the same goals the developers of the discussed OSs had in mind. This is because they were motivated by the resource challenges presented by WSNs. Now, after all the efforts done to find out what is feasible and what is not, we may say that the motivation for current research has partially shifted from challenging low-level constraints of the nodes to higher-level constraints of OSs. Our paper solution provides a flexible tool as a building block for all the aforementioned issues. The previous sections describe what a programmer has to go through to decide on the programming language issue. However in terms of performance, the average developer has no means of figuring out or predicting how his application would behave in real life deployment. As for performance engineers, the process itself is very hasty. Without a performance analysis tool, one needs to implement a specific experiment each time, going into the lowest details in order to pinpoint a bottleneck in the system if one exists. Such a process is time costly and may take huge of research efforts.

E. Summary of Observations

In our earlier work [27], we have shown how the value of preemption has a great impact on the design and implementation of operating systems. We introduced a simple and energy efficient preemption algorithm targeting embedded wireless sensor network operating systems. We implemented our algorithm on an embedded operating system and evaluated its performance. Our algorithm is general and portable in the sense that it can be applied on any preemptive platform. Moreover, we have showed a significant decrease in the number of context switches using our algorithm. Our algorithm also maintains the predictable nature of the preemptive system. We claimed at the beginning that optimizing a system is a tedious process that requires the involvement in low level details. In both our work [27] and in [5] a specific benchmark was implemented to measure the performance of the schedulers. The benchmark is specific to the extent that it is completely useless after the results are gathered. Moreover, it cannot be used on other operating systems. Another important aspect that we were emphasizing is that evaluating the performance of a system is tedious and requires a lot of research efforts. For example, finding the tradeoff between TinyOS and MOS required detailed knowledge about the systems from instruction level to the highest level of coding. After which a prediction had to be made on the source of the tradeoff. We experienced this after implementing our scheduling algorithm. We needed a way to evaluate the performance of the system before and after. And again we had to develop our specific benchmark application. The goal of this paper hence is to develop a portable tool that can be used to measure the performance of a system while running any application in a real life deployment as well.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The motivations and challenges each OS designer had in mind was the main reason behind the existing variety of WSN OSs. Other than realizing the constraints of WSNs and fitting a UNIX kernel in 500 bytes, the main motivation was and always is to achieve maximum performance. Moreover the large number of potential design and the relentlessly sprouting nature of workloads have resulted in performance evaluation becoming an irresistible task for WSN EOS. Two approaches exist to analyze the performance of a system. The first approach is called Performance modeling and is based on simulations. The second approach is called performance measurement and is based on the real nodes. The second approach could be offline or online. The offline approach involves attaching special hardware to the node, where the online approach is software based and involves special software on top of the real system. The latter is subdivided into two subcategories namely benchmarking and profiling.

A. Performance Modeling

Performance evaluation techniques have been evolving ever since they were first used in the mid 1940s [50], where throughput was analytically measured to determine the performance of scientific calculations. Today, the de facto standards for performance evaluation are simulation techniques. This approach uses a simulator that models the system under test, written using a high level language such as C and runs on top of different hardware. Such an approach could simulate every cycle of the processor under study. A trace produced by a profiler may be fed to the simulator which in turn produces the performance results. Hence the simulator models the system and the trace models the software or the benchmark that will be run to generate the results. Such simulations have a set of drawbacks. First, the simulation approach is time
consuming. Benchmarks usually consist of large programs that constitute of millions of instructions that have to be simulated. Second, this approach is mainly targeted at the performance of different CPU architectures and not OSs. This is because simulators depend on the OS of the machine running the simulation to allocate resources and the original OS itself is not simulated. Examples in the field of WSNs include XMOS and Tossim. Simulators in general fail to replicate real life execution. This is especially apparent in WSN simulators. WSN simulation based executions are by far different from their real life execution.

To understand why, let us discuss the execution model of TinyOS applications. The main reason why Simulations do not represent the real execution of WSN applications is because of the dependence of these networks on the external environment. A sample deployment of a WSN could consist of thousands of sensor nodes in a forest for monitoring irregular weather variations. In such a deployment, each node can sense data and send the information to the other end of the forest through wireless communication providing a cheap method for monitoring large areas. Each node is considered an embedded device since it has a specific task to do, which is to sense a phenomena and communicate wirelessly. This implies that these devices are greatly influenced by the environment around them. WSN applications are concurrent, event-driven systems which frequently interact with their environments through interrupts and events that happen at arbitrary times. To analyze and test WSN applications, we need to be able to determine the impact of these interrupts on the code. If we want to follow the execution trace, or even the possible execution traces, in a traditional program, we would follow the function call sequence, since they are sequential programs. That is, when we see a function call in a program, we know for sure that the execution flow will proceed to that function and return to the caller where the execution will continue again from there. In TinyOS, however, we have what is called deferred tasks. Those are tasks that are posted for later execution. And hence a function call does not mean that the execution flow immediately proceeds to this function since it may be a deferred function call. Although this behavior could be simulated, what makes the simulation unrealistic is the effect of external events. The primary job of sensor nodes is to react to external stimuli. Upon the existence of such stimuli, the nodes sensing this effect will react accordingly. Hence, the environment controls the execution of WSN applications. In simulations, the environment does not exist. The developer manually triggers any stimuli. Real life scenarios however are completely unpredictable and thus the execution model of WSN applications is random as well. This characteristic does not only affect simulations, but as we will see later on, also affects benchmarking results where they have a larger impact. Although techniques that optimize the speed of simulations exist, simulation based performance evaluation is only applicable at early design stages before the system under study has been implemented and hence such technique is called performance modeling [47]. The other performance evaluation technique that is of importance to us is called performance measurement and is discussed next.

B. Performance Measurement

This technique assumes and uses an existing prototype and not one that is still being designed. There are several techniques to understand the existing system’s performance using the performance measurement approach, three of which are described here: off-chip monitoring, on-chip monitoring and software monitoring [47]. The off-chip monitoring approach is done by attaching separate hardware modules to collect performance characteristics and numbers. Such hardware modules could be logical analyzers or hardware-profilers that interrupt the CPU and gather information at each interrupt. This type of data collection can significantly slow down the system under test. An example of such tool is JTAG, a widely used debugging tool for sensor node applications. A less common approach in the embedded field is on-chip monitoring. This approach relies on the capabilities of the underlying CPU in the sense that it uses special CPU counters to gather system data. This approach assumes that the system under study provides such counters. State of the art CPU vendors publish documents on the performance counters provided by their CPUs. Such counters do not require the source code for the benchmarks or workloads to be available. Software monitoring on the other hand uses interrupts or traps at the OS level to capture the desired data at the instance of the trap. This approach is independent of the application running. The system can still monitor applications by taking snapshots every interval. For large systems, such approach was more popular before the on-chip approach saw light. However, this approach best suites WSN systems as we will see later on. Another form of software monitoring or profiling is the benchmarking technique. The following sections focus on the software based performance analysis techniques, namely profiling and benchmarking, since they are the only feasible solutions for WSNs. Afterwards, we narrow our choice to one technique based on the differences. Many attempts have been done to provide some performance information for researchers about the designed OSs. Yet they are nowhere near being a decisive tool for practitioners and designers. The information is not presented in a comparable manner nor do the workloads used reflect the nature of real life applications. Let us before discuss the related work in the field which some researchers referred to as void [45].

C. Wireless Sensor Network Performance Analyzer

To illustrate the reason behind our choice of profiler, we will summarize the difference between the aforementioned techniques. All in all, there are four techniques; three of which have been used for wireless sensor networks. The first is the hardware approach. This approach is precise and automatic, however requires extra specialized hardware. Hardware needs to be attached to the node in order for this approach to be used. This means
the process is not scalable and the parameters that can be monitored are fixed. The second approach is based on simulators. As opposed to the hardware approach, this approach is more scalable. Simulators allow developers to simulate networks with a large numbers of nodes. However, developers cannot simulate the operating system itself and measure its performance. Simulators are used for network wide performance measurement. Even in that sense, simulators are a poor choice. This is because it is difficult to replicate the real life execution of a wireless node or network. Again, the reason is because wireless sensors by nature depend on the environment around them. They are listeners and react to natural stimuli which occur randomly and naturally. So their behavior cannot be predicted and simulated. This has been shown by researchers that try to generate control flow diagrams from the execution of wireless sensor nodes [44]. Due to the large impact of unpredictable natural stimuli, the execution paths of sensor node applications are unpredictable. The third approach we have mentioned is the software based benchmarking technique. The only advantage this technique introduces is that it could analyze a sensor network at runtime. However, specialized applications need to be running to collect and measure performance. The problem with the approach of benchmarking using specific applications is that wireless sensor networks run a variety of applications and a benchmark suite needs to include all this variety. To solve all these problems we implemented the first statistical profiler for wireless sensor nodes. Using a profiler as a tool integrated in the operating system, a wireless sensor network can be monitored at runtime. This means that results are based on real life scenarios. Moreover, the profiler is a piece of software that could run on all the nodes and hence it is scalable. The most important aspect is that as opposed to benchmarks, any application running could be monitored and not specialized suites need to be designed. Using such a tool, huge research efforts such as that in [5] [27], could be significantly reduced. The goal of this paper is hence to apply the state of the art performance measurement techniques to create a performance measurement tool to evaluate the performance of different EOSs targeted for WSNs. Specifically; we implemented a statistical profiler to measure the performance of WSN EOSs. One factor about WSNs that cannot be neglected is the harsh conditions or environments that they will operate under in real life. This work will be the first to collectively evaluate and standardize the performance of WSN OSs. The contribution of this work is twofold in the sense that it is seen from the point of view of both the system designer and the application programmer. From the designer’s perspective he will be able to:

- Tune systems that have been built. According to the performance of the system, drawbacks in design can be pinpointed and tuned accordingly such as energy performance and speed. Since application performance depends on the underlying OS [50], the application’s performance will be automatically tuned as well.
- Validate performance models (simulators) that were built and come up with optimization techniques. Simulation models and evaluations done prior to prototyping may be validated by the more accurate results of hardware monitoring.
- Validate analytical evaluation and measure analytical predictability. Again the performance results could be used to validate the analytical results as well as determine the margin of errors induced by mathematical simplifications.
- Use a more appropriate design philosophy for future systems. Performance numbers largely reflect the flaws in design and will also be able to determine the superiority among different design strategies.
- Understand the bottlenecks of the designed system. A rich benchmark will be able to locate flaw and not only indicate them.
- Understand the relation between the application and the system. The designer will be able to answer whether the performance of the system is application dependant or not.
- Determine not only flaws, but also the advantages of the system by understanding how the system exploits different applications.
- Evaluate the performance of applications that spend most of their time in the kernel level which is a feature being ignored by most benchmarks [50].
- Evaluate the performance of the three levels, hardware, OS and application.

From the application’s programmer point of view:

- For the programmer to pick the OS that bests suites his application, the task seems tedious. The developer has to first identify the different OSs that exist. Then has to research the design philosophy behind each (event-driven or thread-driven). After determining the design philosophy used, he has to research which kind of application that design bests suits where he will find no satisfying answer of the everlasting debate. The proposed benchmark technique gives a direct answer for such programmer by introducing a single value. Moreover, sub values discussed later in the methodology can give a more specific answer directly related to the application in mind.
- A practitioner may save himself the hassle of determining which OS better suites his application and picks the design he is used to or the design with the more user-friendly language. This choice is completely vague and appears as the best choice for a practitioner in the field. The proposed benchmark will provide a much more accurate path for this type of problem.

IV. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK STATISTICAL PROFILER

In this section, we will go through building the statistical profiler, step by step. Figure 2 below illustrates all the components of our WSN performance analyzer. The first component is the timer wrapper. The timer wrapper is a driver that we implemented and will be used
by the WSN Analyzer as a frequency generator. The WSN Analyzer will collect information from the scheduler, log the information and send it to the base station for offline analysis and plotting. The remaining sections describe these steps in detail.

The core component for the statistical performance analyzer is the timer since the statistical analyzer requires a frequency supplier. It is better to use a timer independent of the system timer. This section describes the hardware platform we are using and the timers on that platform.

- Tmote Sky MSP430: The Tmote Sky features an ultra low power Texas Instruments MSP430 F1611 microcontroller. This 16-bit RISC processor performs extremely low power current consumption permitting a lifetime of years on a single pair of AA batteries. The MSP430 has an internal DCO that may operate up to 8MHz. The DCO can be turned off for low power consumption, where the MSP430 operates off an external 32 KHz oscillator. This is good news since we have a clock (32 KHz) independent from the system clock (8MHz) which is an ideal case for our tool. In the following section we briefly discuss how we will use the watchdog timer and the 32 KHz frequency source to create an interval timer as a core interrupt generator for our profiler.

- MSP430 Watchdog Timer: The Watchdog timer on the MSP430 platform is a 16-bit timer that can be used either as a watchdog or as an interval timer. A watchdog timer is usually used to restart the system if software problems occur. If the selected time interval expires, a reset is automatically generated by the watchdog timer. This means the some component has to reset the watchdog timer as an indicator that it is running correctly. Most importantly, the watchdog timer can be alternatively used to generate interrupts at a certain rate. Since this timer is also independent of the system timer, we use it as an interval timer for our tool. To do this however we need to implement a wrapper for the watchdog timer in interval mode, the node will not be reset when the interval expires. For example, the instruction to set the timer in interval mode and set the frequency of interrupts to 1 second is

\[
\text{WDTPW|WDTMSEL|WDTCTCL|WDTSSEL}\]

This line of code fills the WDTCTL with a 1 bit value in the above named slots, which in turn sets the timer to interval mode with 1 sec interrupt rate. The entire WDTCTL register looks as follows:

\[
\text{WDTPW|WDTHOLD|WDTMIES|WDTNMI|WDTMSEL|WDTCTCL|WDTSSEL|WDTISx}
\]

For more information about the WDTCTL register on the MSP430, please refer to [30]. This forms the core of our analyzer and all that remains is the event handler that captures the interrupts. In this event handler, the code which takes a snapshot from the system resides. Now that we have the frequency source, an interrupt is generated every interval. The frequency could be set to 0.25, 0.16 or 0.019 seconds. For our tests we used the 0.019 second interval. As mentioned before, the performance analyzer is made up of an interrupt generator, which generates interrupts at a certain frequency, and an event handler, which captures the interrupt and takes the required snapshot. This snapshot basically consists of the name of the current running process. The profiler also requires a data aggregation and dissemination system. We have discussed the first part in the previous section. In this section we describe the event handler, and the logging/dissemination is discussed in the following section. The event handler is implemented as a separate module and runs automatically.

In TinyOS for example, this was done by wiring up the profiler with the boot module, this way the profiler starts when the system boots, even if no application was running, monitoring just the OS. The event handler’s job is to store the name of the process that is currently running. This is done by first getting the name and then writing it to flash memory. The first part is not possible at runtime since most WSN Oss (except for Contiki) do not store the name of a process in the scheduler’s queue. In TinyOS for example each task is given a unique id. This id is mapped to a task name offline, at the base station when the information is collected from the mote(s). The name is determined from the app.c file generated by the nesC compiler. In that file, each function is associated with an id and a name. The following is an excerpt from the app.c file of a TinyOS program:

```c
#120 “opt/tinyos-2.x/tos/chips/msp430/timer/Msp430TimerP.ac”
Static inline void

/WISE/Msp430TimerC.Msp430TimerB/!Msp430TimerPS15VectorTimerX1
$fired(void)…
```

Hence the function fired from the module Msp430Timer has id 120. The event handler’s job hence is to get the id of the currently running task from the task data structure. This is as simple as getting the variable ‘head’ from the system’s queue.
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A. Data Logging and Dissemination

TinyOS 2.1 provides several logging techniques by using the flash memory on the Tmote Sky nodes. One of these techniques is the circular logging implementation. The circular log implies that whenever the log is full, the oldest entry is replaced with the newest entry. This approach best suits our tool because the number of snapshots we will take will be large and will be cut down during the offline analyses hence will not hinder the results. This version of TinyOS also provides an implementation of the printf library. This library is used to send the data through the USB serial port to the base station, or to disseminate the data through the air. This requires a special implementation of the printf library which we have modified to use the air interface and to use the circular log approach. For our preliminary results, we have only tested using a single node sending data through the USB serial interface. Hence our preliminary experiments involved a single node, using the USB interface to send the data, which is being collected by the analyzer at a rate of 1.9 ms. The application monitored is a simple application that sends and receives sensor readings at a rate of 4Hz. This application uses no communication. The blink application sets a timer with an interval.

B. Experiments

Before plotting our preliminary results, we need to discuss our experiments. Our performance Analyzer was implemented on TinyOS, Mantis and Contiki. The first experiment was to test our frequency source. The timer implemented for our analyzer generates interrupts that are maskable. That is other non-maskable interrupts can make it wait. This may affect the results in the sense that some events cannot be monitored. This is a general problem that statistical profilers face when using maskable interrupt generators. This effect is called delay-effect. This effect can be measured by modifying the event handler as follows:

- Insert a function call to get the current time.
- Log the current time and send it through the serial interface.

By calculating the time differences between each interrupt, we can plot the results and see the variation in the intervals. A straight line will indicate correct operation, and a curved line will indicate a difference in the intervals. We expect to have no variation in the intervals because although the watchdog timer is maskable, it has a higher priority than other interrupts that could possibly mask its execution. After we conducted this test, the results shown in Figure 3, show that indeed no other interrupts whether software or hardware were able to mask the timer’s interrupt and cause a delay. This is due to the fact that the interrupt vector associated with the interval timer has a higher priority than most interrupts. The interval used in this experiment was the 0.16 sec interval.

The remaining set of experiments were made to validate our assumptions. The first set of experiments measured bottlenecks. The second set of experiments was made to show how the tool could measure several different metrics. The following section describes these experiments in more detail.

V. PROFILING RESULTS

For our experiments, we ran the same application on TinyOS, MOS and Contiki. The application works as follows. At a rate of 4Hz, the application collects sensor readings from the onboard sensor, more specifically the temperature sensor. Once read, the value is stored in a packet and broadcasted immediately. While doing so the node is also listening for packets that might arrive. Upon receiving a packet, the listening nodes unpack the packet to get its payload which should contain temperature readings. Each value read is then displayed on the leds (least 3 bits). The application is not complicated hence tasks are very short. For this reason a large amount of time is expected to be in idle mode. The reason such an application was chosen is to compare the idle time between TinyOS and Mantis. This is to justify our claim.

Figure 3. The interrupt generator has no delay due to its priority
Figure 4. Profiling a simple TinyOS execution taking into account sleep times.

Figure 5. (a) Profiling a simple TinyOS execution taking into account sleep times, (b) Profiling a simple Mantis execution taking into account sleep times, (c) Profiling a simple Contiki execution taking into account sleep times.
that if Mantis spent less idle time, our tool will be able to pinpoint the reason why. In other words, our tool will tell us where the decrease in idle time is being complemented. Figure 4 below shows the results obtained from TinyOS. Figure 4. can be used to determine bottlenecks in the system which is one of the features of our tool, as expected most of the time was spent in idle mode. This also tells us something about our tool. That is although our tool is continuously running in the background; it is not interfering with the scheduler nor with low power mode. If that wasn’t the case, then we wouldn’t have seen any idle time at all because our tool issues an interrupt every 1.9ms. Another observation is that our performance analyzer was also able to detect itself. This means that once the performance analyzer issues an interrupt, the event handler does not block this interrupt and runs independently of following interrupts.

We can see that wireless communication requires a small percentage of time. This is for two reasons, first, the profiling data was being sent through the USART serial interface (or serially through USB) and not wirelessly. The second reason is that the application transmits/receives a packet at a slow rate. An important thing to observe is that the large percentage of idle resulted in a large number of wakeup calls which are known to be energy inefficient. Our main goal was to compare different operating systems, to understand how the difference in architecture and design will also lead to a difference in performance. Not only did we observe that, but we also found out that it also has an impact on building performance measurement tools as well. Depending on the software architecture or design philosophy used by the operating system, performance engineers have different capabilities in the embedded realm. For the comparison, we implemented the tool on Mantis and Contiki. Using the same hardware, we implemented the same timer wrapper discussed before. It is considered to be a port rather than an implementation. Porting the timer wrapper took several ours only, where as implementing it on TinyOS took several weeks. Figure 5 below show the results from Mantis and Contiki and their comparison with TinyOS’ results, all three running our performance analyzer. The application running on the operating systems is the one described earlier. In Mantis the application is made up of two threads only, Rx and tx, the receiving thread and the sending thread. Collecting data from the sensors is implemented inside the sending thread. On Contiki, the application has two threads as well, one for sending, receiving and sensing and the other for topology management.

Before comparing the performance of these OSs let us focus on the results from Mantis and Contiki. As shown Figure 5, the results are less detailed as compared to the results from TinyOS. Each section in the pie chart resembles a thread in Mantis. Although a thread can call several functions; but it does not spawn threads. Functions called from within threads could be located independently of following interrupts.

Figure 4 below shows the results obtained from TinyOS. Each section in the pie chart resembles a thread in Mantis. Although a thread can call several functions; but it does not spawn threads. Functions called from within threads could be located independently of following interrupts.

Although our tool was able to dissect Mantis much like TinyOS, the drawback came from insufficient information in offline mode for the offline analysis. For this reason, addresses such as 4056 had to be mapped to tx_thread even though the address might involve sensing and not transmitting. Porting the tool to Mantis took a few hours, but the offline analysis needs more time than TinyOS to be complete. This is a tradeoff in building the performance measurement tool for itself. If we go back to Figure 5, we see that our claim still stands. We are able to deduce that when running the same application, Mantis spent less time in idle mode. We are also able to deduce that this time was spent in the dispatcher (and in the application but mostly in the dispatcher). The dispatcher is the thread that has the sole purpose of removing a thread and placing another one on the stack. In other words, it does the context switch. This means that the reason why Mantis spends less idle time is that it is busy performing context switches. This can be directly inferred from our results and not by prediction as done by previous research. Moreover, the application also contributed into decreasing the idle time since it spent 36% of the time running as opposed to TinyOS’ 23%
Contiki is an event driven WSN OS. However, the goal behind Contiki was to overcome the problematic programming model associated with event-driven OSs. So Contiki provides a thread-driven programming model on top of an event-driven kernel. The result is easy programming (unlike TinyOS); however, in terms of performance analysis, the results are thread based. That is only threads could be monitored and the results are not expressive as TinyOS, instead, they are more general like Mantis. This reflected by the results illustrated in Figure 5. Two questions now arise. First, can the tool measure network-related metrics and other metrics as well? Second, what is the overhead of the performance analyzer?

To answer the first question, we further implemented another set of experiments, the first on TinyOS and the other on Mantis. We start with the first experiment. This experiment is intended to measure packet throughput, specifically receiving packet throughput. For that experiment, we designed an application called “base station”. This base station receives packets on the wireless interface and forwards them to the serial interface on a PC. We added a task to the application that is called every 250ms. The sending application on another node (not monitored) sends packets at the same rate. However, we modified the task to be posted every 250ms to increase in size with time. We show how using our tool as is, without modifying it, we can measure packet throughput for this common application. As mentioned before, our tool generated task IDs. What we did is counted the number of ID’s that are associated with receiving a packet. This is done offline to derive the number of received packets. From the interval of the experiment, we determined how many packets were received per second. As we have mentioned, the task length increases, each time by 10ms.

We plot that against the packets received per second, and we find out that as the task grows, packet receiving throughput decreases significantly. This is illustrated in Figure 6 below.

The explanation for this is as follows. Tasks in TinyOS are posted in a queue and execute in FIFO manner. For a task to affect receiving a packet, then the method receive must have a task posted on the same queue which is waiting for other tasks to finish. To find out whether this is the case, we tracked down the implementation of the event “Receive.receiveDone” and found out the whenever the low layer radio module decodes a packet, it posts a task that in turn signals the receive done event. Since this task is posted on the same queue with other tasks, the FIFO ordering will cause packet throughput to decline. We also observed that with tasks longer than 30ms, receiving packets halts completely (not shown in the diagram).

Mantis is a thread-driven OS that requires a stack for each thread. When creating a thread in Mantis, the developer has to allocate the bytes for the stack himself. To aid the developer with stack usage, we upgraded our tool on mantis to collect not only the process address, but also how much stack has this process consumed. This is done by deducting the current value of the thread pointer from the total stack size. Both variables already provided by Mantis’ scheduler. Figure 7 below illustrates the results highlighting the maximum amount of stack used by the application, which is lower than the maximum available (128). This way instead of allocating the maximum amount, 128 for every thread, some optimization can be made knowing that the application uses 76 bytes as a maximum. To answer the second question, we measure the overhead of our performance analyzer both on Mantis and TinyOS. In terms of Memory, the tool bsl (boot sector loader) used to load the compiled images onto the motes was used. Bsl tells us the Ram and Rom sizes of our image. Hence we loaded several images to identify the memory footprint of our analyzer. The first image called NULL was loaded to the mote. This image consists of nothing but TinyOS with no application. We deleted the image and loaded NULL with our tool added to it. Our tool uses 6466 extra bytes of RAM on top of NULL. This difference is decreased when adding our tool to TinyOS with an application. Figure 8 shows the same results for Mantis.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

An important observation we have to mention is the huge involvement in machine code or low level assembly. The Timer wrapper for instance had to be implemented by manipulating registers on the microcontroller itself [30]. The event handler also involved translating machine code into Operating system specific logic in order to capture the interrupt generated from the hardware timer. Even in offline analysis when profiling Mantis, there is a great involvement in machine language as well. As a first step we have removed this burden from the shoulders of performance engineers and our tool provides a centralized location for measuring metrics in an energy-efficient manner. We also need to classify our tool. Our tool is not an application, nor an operating system component, nor is it a piece of middleware. Our tool lies under the class of daemons. A Daemon is a background process that is always running. Whether it reacts to events or does some processing itself depends on its purpose. This class of tools in wireless sensor networks is completely novel.
During our course of research, we have not yet seen any tool that can be classified as a wireless sensor node daemon process. This may be due to the fact that no tool has yet utilized the extra watchdog timer available as an interrupt generator. Hence we are introducing to the field a set of first timers that we believe will spawn a new spectrum of possible applications. Our aim is to make this tool a standard for WSN OS performance analysis. As a first step, we have already joined the TinyOS contribution society in order to allow the tool become available within future distributions of TinyOS. Once the tool is stable, the TinyOS community will assess it and might promote it to be included in all TinyOS distributions. This was the case with several tools in the field such as TinyDB, Surge and Deputy. Our TinyOS version of the tool is called TinyTune. Performance measurement is a very powerful technique when building new technologies. This paper fills the void of flexible, scalable, accurate and realistic performance measurement in the field of WSNs. We have built a tool for wireless sensor nodes that can be used to locate bottlenecks in the system. The tool can be extended to measure specific metrics such as context switches for example and other metrics as well. Our WSN Analyzer is built as a Daemon and can be distributed with new versions of the OS. We have also explained the phases required to build such a tool. Having this tool, we have set a new horizon for research in WSNs. Wireless Sensor Network OSs are known for their distinctive software architecture. Building such a tool for WSN EOSs introduced different challenges and a set of tradeoffs. Our aim is to build the same tool for other WSN EOSs such as SOS. We also intend to complement our statistical profiling tool with the call path profiling approach. Call path profiling has its own challenges and advantages as well. Moreover, our dissemination technique is trivial. Messages are broadcasted to reach the base station. A more efficient Dissemination technique could be implemented as a next step. Several dissemination techniques could be analyzed using our tool to decide upon. Our WSN Analyzer collects data online and measures them offline. However we can make use of the online information to make the network react on the spot. TinyOS for example has a set of programming guidelines or rules (written by Philip Levis) that when followed, produce a more efficient and reliable system. Such rules cannot be enforced by the nesC compiler for flexibility; however, our tool could be extended to notify the programmer, at runtime, if any of these rules have been violated. This way our tool could act as an add-on to the nesC compiler. As for offline
measurement, we intend to develop a powerful GUI that can plot the results automatically. For example, a user can click on a section in the pie chart to further dissect it or view its source code.
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